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synonym for "way of being" ? | WordReference Forums
A --; all embracing · all encompassing · absolutely · all the
way · altogether an apples to apples comparison · and so forth
· among other things · another nail in all is well · happy ·
happy coincidence · hanging out · having second thoughts.
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Another Way To Say Any Word, Phrase or Sentence
to often have a characteristic or to frequently do something
She has a way of exaggerating when she tells stories. Life has
a way of surprising us now and then .

In phenomenological terms, this can be summarized as Another
way of being in the world, encompassing a perception of
deepened identity.

The analyses will be able to be used for purpose X, but human
users will be able to use the Consequently, you could rephrase
the statement in this way.

This would depend on the context of what was being judged.
Competition entries are judged in a straightforward way, but
people can be judged quite differently.

In the fall of , I was fortunate enough to undertake a
three-month meditation/ writing retreat in a small cabin in
Vermont. The cabin belongs to a friend who.
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They tried to fit yoga into their lives, but one participant
found it slightly disappointing that it was necessary to
continue practising in order to maintain the benefits: A
randomized study of cognitive behavioral therapy and yoga.
Anintroductiontoqualitativeresearchinterviewing.Suchasevaluated,a
Methodological considerations We consider it valuable that the
interviewer had met the participants prior to the interview,
thus enabling them to feel secure. Assessing efficacy of
complementary medicine:
Howtouseawordthatliterallydrivessomepeoplenuts.Nevertheless,
it is important to bear in mind that the participants in the
present study are just a sample from the RCT study, who could
have experienced a larger number of positive effects and were
therefore more eager to participate and share their views than
those who declined participation.
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